
PRICING CHART 
DOUBLE

(per person based on 
double occupancy)

SINGLE 
SUPPLEMENT

Portugal

$2,599 $549

Bill Cartiff
For over 25 years, Bill has dedicated himself to leading travel, following his passion and living by the adage that “Not all who wander, are 
lost”. He has led thousands of single Jewish travelers to over 60 countries around the globe, and has partnered exclusively with Ayelet 
Tours since 2013. As “BDA” continues to grow, Bill never underestimates the meaning and power of helping people explore the world. 
He is committed to providing a carefree travel experience with personalized attention, action-packed itineraries, a warm & welcoming 
environment and meaningful memories meant to last a lifetime.

Portugal: Delve into centuries of medieval tales and cities that co-exist with a modern flair, plus fascinating monuments, superbly friendly people 
and a gastronomic culture enhanced by traditional Fado melodies. Centuries of stories hidden behind secret passages, walls and symbols are just 
waiting to be discovered. We'll also touch on an almost unknown Jewish history where you'll be amazed by the historic significance.

Spain: The southern region is a land of passion and mystery, where Moorish kings ruled and diverse communities flourished. Artists like Hemingway 
and Merimée came here to find inspiration and fall in love and travelers continue to do the same. We travel through the undulating olive groves of 
Sevilla and the whitewashed town of Cordoba, all the way to Granada’s Alhambra Palace. We explore a culture where flamenco, tapas, tradition 
and passion all play a vital role in the cultural fabric we know today.

THIS THRILLING ADVENTURE INCLUDES:

Spain

PORTUGAL: Feb. 26 - March 6, 2023 
SPAIN: March 4 - 11, 2023

(choose either or both destinations)

• Deluxe 4-star accommodations throughout

• Meals:

o Portugal: 13 meals; 7 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 4 dinners

o Spain: 10 meals; 6 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 3 dinners

• Daily sightseeing, excursions and entrance fees as listed on the itinerary

• Special performances of Fado and Flamenco

• Private modern air-conditioned motor coach

• “Follow-the-Leader” options during free time

• Services of sought after English-speaking tour guides

• Travel gifts to all participants

• Hosted and escorted by Best-Day Adventures

And much more!

Learn more at

www.bestdayadventures.com

*Rate by check

$2,999 $649

Book by

August 31, 2022 and

SAVE UP TO

$200

PER PERSON!

Best-Day Adventures & Beyond: 

PORTUGAL & SPAIN
an exploration of the Iberian Peninsula

add 3% if paying by credit card

For all adults: singles, couples and solos in their 50s & beyond!




